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Abstract
Trustworthy-looking faces are also perceived as more attractive, but are there other meaningful

cues that contribute to perceived trustworthiness? Using data-driven models, we identify these

cues after removing attractiveness cues. In Experiment 1, we show that both judgments of trust-

worthiness and attractiveness of faces manipulated by a model of perceived trustworthiness

change in the same direction. To control for the effect of attractiveness, we build two new models

of perceived trustworthiness: a subtraction model, which forces the perceived attractiveness and

trustworthiness to be negatively correlated (Experiment 2), and an orthogonal model, which

reduces their correlation (Experiment 3). In both experiments, faces manipulated to appear

more trustworthy were indeed perceived to be more trustworthy, but not more attractive.

Importantly, in both experiments, these faces were also perceived as more approachable and

with more positive expressions, as indicated by both judgments and machine learning algorithms.

The current studies show that the visual cues used for trustworthiness and attractiveness judg-

ments can be separated, and that apparent approachability and facial emotion are driving trust-

worthiness judgments and possibly general valence evaluation.
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Trustworthiness judgments based on appearance affect a wide range of real-world outcomes. A
person who is judged as trustworthy due to their appearance ‘has it easy’ in many domains. To indi-
viduals with “trustworthy” looks (as opposed to those with “untrustworthy” looks), people are more
willing to loan money (Duarte et al., 2012), to pay more money for the same service (Ert et al.,
2016), to give a second chance after a misconduct (Gomulya et al., 2017), and sentence leniently
in court (Porter et al., 2010; Stewart, 1980, 1985; Wilson & Rule, 2015) (for review, see Todorov
et al., 2015). To understand these effects and ultimately rectify these biases, it is important to under-
stand what visual facial “cues” contribute to perceived trustworthiness.

Theoretically, this is an important question because trustworthiness judgments are also one of
the best proxies for valence evaluation of faces (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov, 2008).
As a general rule, valence evaluation (i.e., overall positive versus negative impressions of
someone) is estimated as a linear combination of multiple judgments and accounts for a large
amount of the variance of social judgments (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov & Oh, 2021).
Importantly, this linear combination is highly correlated with trustworthiness judgments (>.90),
even when the latter are not part of the linear combination (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008;
Todorov, 2008). As a result, trustworthiness judgments are a good starting point to study the
cues driving general valence evaluation of faces. Here we are concerned with identifying cues
other than attractiveness that contribute to trustworthiness judgments and potentially general
valence evaluation.

It is well known that judgments of trustworthiness and attractiveness are highly correlated with
each other (Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2013). Moreover, there are dozens and dozens of studies
summarized in meta-analyses showing that physical attractiveness puts a person in an overall posi-
tive light (Dion et al., 1972; Eagly et al., 1991). This halo effect also includes making the person
appear trustworthy. The halo effect has been studied in psychology for over 100 years now
(Thorndike, 1920). In the context of face evaluation, one implication of the halo effect is that
any positive evaluations could be attributed to attractiveness, as long as there is a positive correl-
ation between the latter and these evaluations. In fact, outside of the world of face evaluation
research, attractiveness is often considered the most important (and occasionally the only) attribute
that matters in evaluation of appearance (Olivola & Todorov, 2017). Thus, theoretically, it is
important to find out whether there are other meaningful cues besides attractiveness that contribute
to the evaluation of faces. Practically, to the extent that perceived trustworthiness is correlated with
attractiveness, it is hard to draw causal conclusions about the role of perceived trustworthiness,
because any effect of the latter on outcomes (e.g., loan decisions) may be attributed to attractive-
ness. Here we present new models of perceived trustworthiness that control for the effects of
attractiveness.

Developments in computational modeling of judgments from faces make it possible to control
for any set of cues, as long as these cues map onto specific judgments (Todorov & Oh, 2021).
Because the models of judgments are vectors within the same statistical multi-dimensional
space, it is possible to control for correlations between the vectors. A recent example involves judg-
ments of perceived competence from faces (Oh et al., 2019). Much like the halo effect in trust-
worthiness judgments, face-based competence judgments are also positively correlated with
physical attractiveness. However, using models of judgments of competence and judgments of
attractiveness, it is possible to extract facial information associated with competence that is free
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of the halo effect of attractiveness (Oh et al., 2019). Using these new models of competence judg-
ments, one can make a person appear more competent but not more attractive, or less competent but
not less attractive.

Utilizing this statistical modeling approach, the current study builds and validates new face
models of trustworthiness judgments controlling for attractiveness. Specifically, we test whether
faces manipulated by the models to appear more trustworthy are perceived as more trustworthy
but not more attractive. Moreover, after removing attractiveness cues, we also identify facial
cues that systematically vary with trustworthiness judgments. One candidate set of cues is emo-
tional expressions signaling approach/avoidance behavior, consistent with the notion that trust-
worthiness evaluation is an extension of systems for recognition of emotions signaling approach/
avoidance behavior (Todorov, 2008).

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we establish that facial information associated with trustworthiness judgments
overlaps with facial information associated with attractiveness judgments. To test this idea, we
first manipulated faces on perceived trustworthiness, using a statistical model derived from
human ratings of faces on trustworthiness (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2013).
Participants were then asked to rate the manipulated facial images on both apparent trustworthiness
and attractiveness. We expected the judgments to co-vary; faces made to appear trustworthy or
untrustworthy would also appear attractive or unattractive, respectively.

Method
Participants. Participants participated in an online study for monetary compensation via Amazon
Mechanical Turk. To estimate the necessary sample size, we conducted simulation-based power
analysis. We used existing data collected using similar independent and dependent variables as
well as face stimuli (Oh et al., 2019; data available on https://osf.io/ygzx3). In the power analysis,
we considered the structure of our statistical model (mixed-effects model with one fixed and two
random factors) and the data to be collected (data derived from a within-subjects design with
175 trials per participants; 175= 25 face identities ∗ 7 manipulation levels) (see Stimuli,
Procedure, and Analysis in what follows for details). We used R package simr (Green &
MacLeod, 2016) which is based on lme4, an R Package widely used for mixed-effects modeling
(Bates et al., 2015) in the R environment (R Core Team, 2018). Simulation based on the specific
data structure and previously found effect sizes found that 15 or more reliable participants will
afford a power of 95% to test the effect of model manipulation on impression ratings of faces.
We aimed for 20 initial participants, stopping data collection at n≥ 20. We overshot because we
expected a few participants with unreliable responses, whose data would be removed (see
Procedure in what follows for details). Two separate groups of participants judged manipulated
face images on one of the two social dimensions: trustworthiness (n= 21; M age= 35.67, standard
deviation [SD] age= 9.75; 7 female, 14 male; 1 Asian, 3 Black, 17 White) or attractiveness (n= 22;
M age= 39.73; SD age= 14.39; 11 female, 11 male; 2 Asian, 4 Black, 15 White, 1 other).

Stimuli. To generate faces that varied on trustworthiness judgments, we used FaceGen Modeller
3.2 (Singular Inversions). FaceGen utilizes a statistical multidimensional face space (Blanz &
Vetter, 1999; Valentine, 2001). In FaceGen each face is a vector, in our case, a vector in a
100-dimensional space. Fifty numbers on 50 dimensions (i.e., parameters) determine the face
shape and fifty numbers on the other 50 dimensions determine the face reflection (i.e., color and
texture). These parameters had been extracted to explain a large variance across actual individual
human faces by the FaceGen team. Each parameter is independent of the others (i.e., changing one
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parameter does not affect any other), corresponding to a set of holistic visual changes on the face. In
this framework, Todorov et al. (2013) built multiple data-driven statistical face models, each repre-
senting a specific social judgment from the face (e.g., judgments of trustworthiness). The
trustworthiness-judgment model, for example, captures the changes in facial information that
co-vary with changes in actual human ratings of perceived trustworthiness. The model is data-
driven, because the stimuli (facial images) are randomly generated and the model is built based
on the ratings of these stimuli. With this model, one can take a novel face and make it appear
“more trustworthy” or “less trustworthy” (for technical details, see Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008;
Todorov & Oh, 2021). We applied the standard model of trustworthiness judgments (Oosterhof
& Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2013) to 25 novel identities generated by FaceGen. The 25 iden-
tities were generated to appear different from each other. Each identity was then projected at −3,
−2, −1, 0, 1, 2, and 3 SDs on the dimension of the standard trustworthiness model. Each SD repre-
sented the associated amount of change in trustworthiness ratings by human raters, relative to the
average face, calculated in previous work (Todorov et al., 2013). The final stimulus set consisted of
175 face images (25 identities ∗ 7 manipulation levels). See Figure 1 for a sample identity varying
on the trustworthiness-judgment dimension. All stimuli in Experiment 1 and following experiments
are publicly available on the Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/sd4y7/).

Procedure. In this study and all following studies, the study protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of Princeton University. All participants gave informed consent prior
to participation. Participants provided basic demographic information (i.e., age, sex, and race)
and were told that they would be asked to provide their intuitive judgments of the character of
various individuals based on their image. On each trial, participants were presented with a face
image and a prompt above the image, reading “How [trait] is this person?—Not at all [trait] (1)
—Extremely [trait] (7)” with [trait] being either “trustworthy” or “attractive” for each participant
group. In the instruction, participants were told that there was no right or wrong answer, and encour-
aged to rely on their gut feeling. To assess the within-rater reliability, we presented 25 extra face
images randomly chosen from the 175 total face images. In total, each participant completed
200 trials (175+ 25). Each participant’s within-rater reliability was defined as the Pearson

Figure 1. Judgments of trustworthiness and attractiveness of faces are manipulated by a statistical model of

perceived trustworthiness (Experiment 1). When faces were manipulated to appear more trustworthy, they

were perceived as both more trustworthy (left) and more attractive (right). The lines denote the linear and

quadratic fit across all data points. The error bars denote the standard errors across participants. The lines

and error bars are for visualization only: The actual analyses were conducted using mixed-effects models to

consider the idiosyncrasies of the participants and face identities. Sample faces originating from one identity

are displayed at the bottom of the graph above the model manipulation level as a reference.
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correlation between ratings on the first and second presentation of the 25 repeated images. A posi-
tive correlation indicates an overall consistent response to the stimuli from that rater. Unreliable
raters were defined as those with within-rater reliability less than or equal to 0. After data collection,
we excluded unreliable raters from further analyses. As a result, 5 participants and 2 participants
were excluded from the trustworthiness-rating and the attractiveness-rating conditions, respect-
ively. The final samples were 16 and 20 participants, respectively. Including all participants’
data did not change the results (see Supplemental Materials). Across raters, we found a high
level of consensus in both trustworthiness (intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC)= 0.71,
Cronbach’s α= 0.77) and attractiveness ratings (ICC= 0.66, α= 0.74). The level of consensus
was high even when all participants were considered (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2).

Analysis. We predicted trustworthiness ratings of faces using the trustworthiness-model manipu-
lation level (ranging from −3 to +3 with the interval of 1) as the independent variable. We also
predicted attractiveness ratings of the same faces using the trustworthiness-model manipulation
level. To consider the potential idiosyncratic effect of participants and face identities, we ran
mixed-effects regressions with crossed random factors (Baayen et al., 2008) for participant and
face identity using lme4 R package (Bates et al., 2015). Specifically, we treated participants and
face identities as random variables and included by-participant and by-identity intercepts (rating
∼level +(1|participant) +(1|face identity)). Models of the same structure have been found suitable
for considering individual variability in face evaluation (Oh, Grant-Villegas et al., 2020). Statistical
significance was determined via Satterthwaite approximation using lmerTest R package
(Kuznetsova et al., 2017). We also ran mixed-effects regressions with a quadratic term in addition
to the linear term; the results were consistent with our predictions (see Supplemental Results for
details). The data, as well as the code for analysis and figure-generation, for all experiments are
available on OSF (https://osf.io/sd4y7/).

Results and Discussion
Because the models of judgments are vectors within the same multidimensional statistical space, it
is straightforward to compute their similarity (Todorov et al., 2013; Todorov & Oh, 2021). In the
case of the models of perceived trustworthiness and attractiveness, their correlation is r= 0.53, indi-
cating high redundancy in the facial cues used for these respective judgments. Consistent with this
redundancy, as shown in Figure 1, faces manipulated by the standard trustworthiness model were
perceived as both more trustworthy and more attractive when their manipulated trustworthiness
increased. The results for trustworthiness judgments (B= 0.27, SE= 0.01, 95% CI [0.25, 0.30], t
= 22.56, p< .001; Figure 1) replicate previous validations of this model (Oosterhof & Todorov,
2008; Todorov et al., 2013). The results for the attractiveness ratings (B= 0.11, SE= 0.01, 95%
CI [0.09, 0.13], t= 10.63, p < .001) indicate that these ratings increased or decreased in the same
direction as the trustworthiness ratings, though the effect of the manipulation was not as large as
the effect on the latter ratings. These results suggest that under natural circumstances, facial infor-
mation associated with trustworthiness judgments covaries with facial information associated with
attractiveness judgments. This is consistent with studies demonstrating the halo effect of attractive-
ness on interpersonal trust (Dion et al., 1972; Eagly et al., 1991).

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 showed the standard model of trustworthiness could make a face appear trustworthy
or untrustworthy, as well as attractive or unattractive at the same time. This suggests that facial
information associated with trustworthiness judgments overlaps with facial information associated
with attractiveness judgments. It remains unclear, however, whether there is other meaningful facial
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information associated with trustworthiness judgments, independent of attractiveness judgments. If
there is no other meaningful facial information, then removing attractiveness-associated facial
information from the “trustworthiness model” will eliminate the impact of the model on people’s
trustworthiness judgments. On the other hand, if there is facial information other than attractiveness
that is contributing to trustworthiness judgments, then removing attractiveness-associated facial
information from the “trustworthiness model” will not entirely remove the impact of the model
on people’s trustworthiness judgments.

In order to test these possibilities, in Experiment 2, we modified the ‘standard’ model of trust-
worthiness judgments (used in Experiment 1). Specifically, the modified model did not positively
covary facial information used for trustworthiness judgments with facial information used for attract-
iveness judgments. By subtracting the model of attractiveness judgments from the standard model of
perceived trustworthiness (Todorov et al., 2013), the facial information associated with trustworthi-
ness judgments was forced to negatively covary with facial information associated with attractiveness,
at least in terms of the statistical models of these judgments. Using this subtraction model, we then
tested whether trustworthiness ratings of manipulated faces still varied in the predicted direction,
whereas the attractiveness ratings of these faces did not. That is, faces manipulated to appear more
trustworthy should be judged as more trustworthy but not more attractive (and perhaps as less attract-
ive because of the negative correlation between the subtraction model and the attractiveness model).

Further, we explored whether the remaining facial information (after removing attractiveness
cues) that contributes to trustworthiness judgments is related to perceived approachability and
emotion. Todorov (2008) has argued that trustworthiness judgments are an attempt to infer
whether to approach or avoid a person; and empirical studies show that these judgments are
highly correlated with judgments of approachability (Adolphs et al., 1998; Sutherland et al.,
2013; Todorov, 2008). Todorov (2008) has also argued that trustworthiness judgments are
derived from facial cues resembling emotional expressions signaling approach/avoidance behavior.
Specifically, whereas perceptions of a happy expression are strongly positively correlated with
trustworthiness judgments (even among “emotionally neutral” resting faces, some appear more
“smily” than others), perceptions of an angry expression are negatively correlated (Oosterhof &
Todorov, 2008, 2009; Said et al., 2009). We tested whether these two types of facial informa-
tion—approachability cues and emotion cues—“survived” the removal of the halo effect, and
were still associated with trustworthiness judgments. Specifically, faces manipulated by the subtrac-
tion model to appear more trustworthy should be perceived as more approachable and happier.

To quantitatively measure the perceived amount of happiness-related facial information, we
employed a two-pronged approach utilizing both human judgments and machine learning (ML)
algorithms. This approach helps mitigate any potential biases that human observers may exhibit
when assessing the variation in faces with regard to perceived trustworthiness. For instance,
human observers may perceive a face as trustworthy due to the conflation of positivity associated
with both smiling and trustworthiness cues (whether or not the halo effect is present). In contrast,
ML algorithms are immune to such biases. If lay human judgments and ML outcomes converge in
the expected direction (i.e., a correlation between “facial trustworthiness” in the absence of the halo
effect and the amount of estimated smiling, as measured by both human judgments and machine
estimates), we can be more confident in our conclusion that smiling-related facial information
indeed underlies trustworthiness judgments, in addition to the attractiveness halo, as compared
to relying solely on human judgments.

Method
Participants. Participants participated in an online study for monetary compensation via Amazon
Mechanical Turk. In the “trustworthiness” and “attractiveness” conditions, we aimed for three
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times larger sample than in Experiment 1, stopping after n= 60, because the effect of the new “sub-
traction”model on judgments was expected to be smaller than the effect of the standard trustworthi-
ness model. This is based on the removal of the halo effect of attractiveness, which is a substantive
driver of trustworthiness judgments. In the “approachability” and “emotionality” conditions, we
aimed for two times larger sample than in Experiment 1, stopping after n= 40, because the
effect of the subtraction model on approachability and emotionality ratings was expected to be
bigger than the effect on trustworthiness and attractiveness ratings. These predictions follow previ-
ous findings obtained using the “subtraction” model of competence judgments controlling for the attract-
iveness halo ([competence—attractiveness]) (Oh et al., 2019). Four separate groups of participants judged
faces manipulated by the subtraction model on four different social dimensions: Trustworthiness (n=63;
M age=37.59, SD age=11.14; 24 female, 39 male; 4 Asian, 10 Black, 45 White, 4 other), attractiveness
(n=61; M age=36.56; SD age=11.32; 31 female, 30 male; 1 Native American, 3 Asian, 6 Black, 51
White), approachability (n=48, M age=35.48, SD age=9.96; 12 female, 35 male, 1 nonbinary; 1
American Native, 2 Asian, 16 Black, 1 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 26 White, 1 mixed, 1
other), and emotionality (n=49, M age=38.63, SD age=13.08; 24 female, 25 male; 5 Asian, 4
Black, 37 White, 2 mixed, 1 other).

Stimuli. To generate a new set of stimuli, we built a new model of trustworthiness judgments that
are not positively correlated with attractiveness (i.e., the “subtraction model”). Specifically, we sub-
tracted the “attractiveness model” parameters from the “trustworthiness model” parameters. Much
like a face represented in the 100-dimensional FaceGen face space with 100 coordinates, each of
these face models has 100 parameters, each of which represents the amount of change on that
dimension (representing the amount of specific holistic changes in facial appearance) associated
with a particular social judgment (e.g., trustworthiness). Because the “attractiveness model” and
the “trustworthiness model” reside in the same statistical space (i.e., they have the same number
of coordinates, corresponding to each other), one can subtract one model from the other. When
the two models are positively correlated, this procedure creates a new model, representing face
information positively associated with one judgment (in our case, perceived trustworthiness),
while representing face information negatively associated with the other judgments (in our case,
perceived attractiveness). To generate facial images, we used the faces of 25 different identities
as we did in Experiment 1. Each identity was projected at −3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, and 3 SD on the
dimension of the subtraction model ([trustworthiness—attractiveness]). The final stimulus set con-
sisted of 175 face images (25 identities ∗ 7 manipulation levels), as in Experiment 1. See Figure 2
for a sample identity varying on the subtraction dimension.

Procedure. The study followed the same procedure as in Experiment 1. For trustworthiness,
attractiveness, and approachability ratings, participants were asked “How [trait] is this person?—
Not at all [trait] (1)—Extremely [trait] (7)” with [trait] being either trustworthy, attractive, or
approachable. For emotion ratings, participants were asked “Rate the expression of this
person.—Extremely angry (1)—Extremely happy (7).” After data collection, as in Experiment 1,
we excluded unreliable participants with within-rater reliability that is less than or equal to 0
from further analyses: 9, 8, 8, and 5 participants from the trustworthiness, attractiveness, approach-
ability, and emotion ratings conditions, respectively. As a result, we had 54, 53, 40, and 44 final
participants in each group. Including all participants’ data did not change the results (see
Supplemental Materials for details). Across raters, we found a high level of consensus in all
types of judgments: trustworthiness (ICC= 0.89, Cronbach’s α= 0.91), attractiveness (ICC=
0.85, α= 0.89), approachability (ICC= 0.89, α= 0.92), and emotion ratings (ICC= 0.97, α=
0.97). As in Experiment 1, the level of consensus was high even when all participants were included
(Supplemental Tables 1 and 2).

Analysis. We ran mixed-effects regressions with cross-random factors of participants and face
identities, predicting human judgment ratings from the model level. The regression models had
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the same structure as those in Experiment 1. To quantify smile-related facial information in an
objective manner, in addition to analyzing human ratings, we extracted relevant cues using an
ML algorithm. We extracted facial gestural features from all face images using Py-Feat (Jolly
et al., 2021), a tool for detecting and extracting various facial features from images and videos.
We extracted three features from the face images. The first two are estimates of Action Units
(AUs), based on the facial action coding system (Friesen & Ekman, 1978), specifically, AU6
(cheek raiser) and AU12 (lip corner puller). These gestures, when simultaneously occurring, are
strongly associated with the expression of happiness or the perception thereof. The extraction algo-
rithm is based on XGBoost (Chen & Guestrin, 2016), a visual classifier based on ensemble learning.
The third feature is an estimate of emotional expression, specifically, the estimate of facial gestures
of “happiness.” This algorithm is based on the residual masking network, a pretrained and tested

Figure 2. Judgments of trustworthiness, attractiveness, approachability, and emotional expressions of faces

manipulated by a statistical model of perceived trustworthiness subtracting a model of attractiveness

(Experiment 2). To remove the halo effect of attractiveness, we built a new model of trustworthiness

judgments that manipulated facial information related to attractiveness in the opposite direction to facial

information related to trustworthiness judgments (see main text for details). The resulting “subtraction
model” of trustworthiness judgments could make faces appear more trustworthy (top left). Notably, these

trustworthy-looking faces were not more attractive (top right). The trustworthy-looking faces were rated as

more approachable (bottom left) and happier (bottom right). These findings suggest that facial information

related to approachability and emotion was preserved in the faces, even in the absence of attractiveness cues.

The lines denote the linear and quadratic fit across all data points. The error bars denote the standard errors

across participants. The lines and error bars are for visualization only; the actual analyses were conducted

using mixed-effects models to consider the idiosyncrasies of the participants and face identities. Sample faces

originating from one identity are displayed at the bottom of the graph above the model manipulation level.
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convolutional neural network (Pham et al., 2021). These computer algorithms have been trained on
numerous face images and rigorously validated (Jolly et al., 2021; Pham et al., 2021). While our
face images only had faces with resting gestures, if there was any temporally stable visual
feature associated with the perceptions of happiness (e.g., high mouth corners), they should be
detected by these algorithms. For example, a bigger value in an AU12 estimate would indicate
that the face has an appearance that suggests a strong pull in lip corners (e.g., high mouth corners).

As in other statistical models, we predicted each of these three ML-derived estimates using the
trustworthiness-model manipulation level as the independent variable. However, for these objective
machine-extracted measures, we excluded the participant intercept term from the multilevel model
because there was no human participant variable to consider in these models (i.e., estimate∼level
+(1|face identity)). In addition to the analysis of Experiment 2 data, we post hoc ran the same ana-
lysis on the data from Experiment 1 (Figure 3 top) to confirm whether the variation in smile-related
information was present in the original model of perceived trustworthiness.

Figure 3. Machine-extracted feature estimates from faces manipulated by a statistical model of perceived

trustworthiness (Experiment 1, top), a model of perceived trustworthiness subtracting a model of

attractiveness (Experiment 2, middle), and a model of perceived trustworthiness orthogonal to a model of

attractiveness (Experiment 3, bottom). Objectively estimated amounts of muscle group activity (estimate of

AU6, cheek raiser, and AU12, lip corner puller) and emotional gesture (estimate of happiness gesture),

derived from computer algorithms, show that faces manipulated to appear more trustworthy-looking

appeared to be more smiling or “happier.”.
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Results and Discussion
The subtraction [trustworthiness—attractiveness] model could manipulate faces to appear more or
less trustworthy in the expected direction (B= 0.21, SE= 0.01, 95% CI [0.2, 0.22], t= 33.37, p<
.001; Figure 2). This suggests that participants used meaningful facial cues other than attractiveness
to make trustworthiness judgments. In fact, attractiveness did not increase as faces were manipu-
lated to appear more trustworthy (B=−0.06, SE= 0.01, 95% CI [−0.07, −0.05], t=−9.14, p<
.001). Rather, trustworthy-looking individuals now appeared less attractive, although the effect
on attractiveness was smaller than the effect on trustworthiness judgments. Importantly, as
shown in Figure 2, when faces were manipulated to appear trustworthy by the subtraction
model, they were also rated as approachable (B= 0.28, SE= 0.01, 95% CI [0.27, 0.29], t=
41.17, p < .001) and appearing happy (vs. angry) (B= 0.35, SE< 0.01, 95% CI [0.34, 0.36], t=
69.56, p < .001).

The magnitude of the effects for the different ratings suggests that the subtraction-model faces
varied more strongly on approachability and emotion ratings than on trustworthiness ratings.
Consistent with the literature and Experiment 1, this highlights that attractiveness is indeed import-
ant for perceived trustworthiness. Since the manipulated faces were intentionally generated to
remove the natural covariance between attractiveness and perceived trustworthiness, our ability
to vary trustworthiness independently of attractiveness is limited within this set of faces.

Congruent with the human judgments, estimates of all facial happiness gestures were higher in
those faces manipulated to appear “trustworthy” by the subtraction model (AU6 estimate: B= 0.02,
SE< 0.01, 95% CI [0.02, 0.03], t= 13.75, p < .001; AU12 estimate: B= 0.04, SE< 0.01, 95% CI
[0.04, 0.05], t= 19.75, p< .001, Happy-expression estimate: B= 0.002, SE< 0.001, 95% CI
[0.001, 0.002], t= 5.02, p < .001; Figure 3 middle).

With regards to the post hoc analysis of Experiment 1, the same pattern of results was found with
the face images (i.e., face images manipulated by the standard trustworthiness model). Across all
estimates, faces made to appear trustworthy indeed had facial information related to stronger
happy expressions (AU6 estimate: B= 0.01, SE < 0.01, 95% CI [0.01, 0.02], t= 7.25, p< .001;
AU12 estimate: B= 0.03, SE < 0.01, 95% CI [0.02, 0.03], t= 13.95, p < .001; Happy-expression
estimate: B= 0.003, SE< 0.001, 95% CI [0.002, 0.004], t= 7.81, p < .001; Figure 3 top). This
finding shows that smile-related information varied in the original model, consistent with behav-
ioral studies (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Todorov, 2008). However, this result may be still influ-
enced by attractiveness (a face may appear happier/less happy because they are more attractive/
unattractive), which is why we needed to test the modified model of trustworthiness (e.g., the sub-
traction model in Experiment 2).

Overall, these results show that the subtraction model of trustworthiness judgments could make faces
appear trustworthy or untrustworthy without relying on attractiveness. It made faces appear trustworthy or
untrustworthy through a route separate from the halo effect, namely, facial cues for approachability and
happiness, shown via human judgments as well as machine-extracted features.

Experiment 3
Experiment 2 showcased faces that could be manipulated on perceived trustworthiness in the
absence of the halo effect. This was done by building a novel face model of trustworthiness judg-
ments (subtraction model) that removed attractiveness cues by subtracting a model of attractive-
ness. However, the new model manipulated the faces on attractiveness in the opposite direction
to trustworthiness judgments (Figure 2). That is, when faces were made to appear more trustworthy,
they now appeared less attractive, albeit to a smaller degree than the effect on trustworthiness
judgments.
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This emergent negative correlation between trustworthiness judgments and attractiveness judg-
ments may be undesirable for several reasons. First, the negative correlation may have an unex-
pected effect on judgments of approachability and emotional expressions: it may be
exaggerating the impact of facial cues unrelated to attractiveness on trustworthiness judgments.
Second, a researcher interested in identifying the causal effects of perceived trustworthiness in
the absence of attractiveness may want to use images that are uncorrelated rather than negatively
correlated with attractiveness. This is because a negative correlation may suggest an alternative
explanation to the observed results, though one in the opposite direction of the halo effect.

To minimize this negative correlation, Experiment 3 introduces a new model of trustworthiness
judgments that is not correlated with (rather than negatively correlated with, as in the subtrac-
tion model) the model of attractiveness (‘orthogonal model’). As in Experiment 2, we first
tested whether the new model of trustworthiness judgments could manipulate faces to
appear more or less trustworthy without affecting attractiveness judgments in the same direc-
tion. We also tested, as in Experiment 2, whether the faces manipulated to appear more trust-
worthy are also perceived as more approachable and happier. We again conducted additional
analyses using ML algorithms to investigate the changes in stimulus features related to emo-
tional gestures. Specifically, we predicted smile-related machine-extracted estimates of facial
features from the model manipulation level. A positive relationship would show that per-
ceived trustworthiness is related to “smily” facial cues.

Method
Participants. Participants participated in an online study for monetary compensation via Amazon
Mechanical Turk. In each condition, we used sample sizes similar to the ones in Experiment
2. Similar to the effect of the subtraction model in Experiment 2, the effect of the “orthogonal”
model of trustworthiness judgments was expected to be smaller than that of the standard model
(Oh et al., 2019). Four separate groups of participants judged individuals depicted in face
images on four different social dimensions: trustworthiness (n= 57; M age= 40.02, SD age=
12.47; 23 female, 34 male; 6 Asian, 6 Black, 45 White), attractiveness (n= 59; M age= 39.53;
SD age= 11.32; 30 female, 29 male; 1 Native American, 3 Asian, 7 Black, 48 White), approach-
ability (n= 49, M age= 41.57, SD age= 14.03; 18 female, 31 male; 6 Asian, 6 Black, 36 White, 1
other), and emotionality (n= 46,M age= 36.67, SD age= 9.82; 13 female, 32 male, 1 non-binary; 3
Asian, 13 Black, 29 White, 1 other).

Stimuli. We built yet another model of trustworthiness judgments and generated a new set of face
images. Instead of subtracting the attractiveness model from the trustworthiness-judgment model as
in Experiment 2, we regressed the attractiveness-related information out of the trustworthiness-
judgment model. Each model here consists of 100 parameters. One can run a linear regression pre-
dicting the trustworthiness-judgment model from the attractiveness model and retain the residuals
as the new model parameters. The resulting model represents facial information associated with
trustworthiness judgments but orthogonal to facial information associated with attractiveness judg-
ments. To generate facial images, we used the faces of 25 different identities as we did in the pre-
vious experiments. Each identity was projected at −3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, and 3 SD on the dimension of
the orthogonal model ([trustworthiness ⊥ attractiveness]). The final stimulus set consisted of 175
face images (25 identities ∗ 7 manipulation levels), as in the previous experiments. See Figure 4
for a sample identity varying on the orthogonal dimension.

Procedure. The study followed the same procedures as in Experiment 2. We excluded unreliable
participants with within-rater reliability that is less than or equal to 0 from further analyses:
10, 4, 4, and 3 participants from the trustworthiness, attractiveness, approachability, and
emotion ratings conditions, respectively. We had 47, 55, 45, and 43 final participants in
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each group. Including all participants’ data did not change the results (see Supplemental
Materials for details). Across raters, we found a high level of consensus in all types of judg-
ments: Trustworthiness (ICC= 0.95, Cronbach’s α= 0.95), attractiveness (ICC = 0.89, α=
0.93), approachability (ICC= 0.95, α= 0.96), and emotion ratings (ICC = 0.95, α= 0.97).
As in previous experiments, the level of consensus was high even when all participants
were included (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2).

Analysis. We ran mixed-effects regressions with cross-random factors. The models had the same
structure as those in the previous experiments. As in Experiment 2, we conducted additional ana-
lyses entailing three algorithm-derived emotion estimates from face images: estimates of AU6,
AU12, and happy gesture. We predicted these emotion-related estimates from the model manipu-
lation level via multilevel modeling.

Figure 4. Judgments of trustworthiness, attractiveness, approachability, and emotional expressions of faces

manipulated by a statistical model of perceived trustworthiness orthogonal to a model of attractiveness

(Experiment 3). To remove the halo effect of attractiveness, we built a new model of trustworthiness

judgments that is orthogonal to the model of attractiveness (see main text for details). The orthogonal model

of trustworthiness judgments could make faces appear more or less trustworthy (top left). Notably, like the

subtraction model (Figure 2), trustworthy-looking faces generated by the orthogonal model were not more

attractive (top right). These trustworthy-looking faces were rated to appear approachable (bottom left) and

happy (bottom right). These findings suggest that facial information related to approachability and emotional

expressions was preserved in the faces, even in the absence of attractiveness cues. The lines denote the linear

and quadratic fit across all data points. The error bars denote the standard errors across participants. The

lines and error bars are for visualization only; the actual analyses were conducted using mixed-effects models

to consider the idiosyncrasies of the participants and face identities. Sample faces originating from one identity

are displayed at the bottom of each subplot above the model manipulation level.
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Results and Discussion
The orthogonal [trustworthiness ⊥ attractiveness] model could manipulate faces to appear more or
less trustworthy in the expected direction (B= 0.33, SE= 0.01, 95% CI [0.32, 0.34], t= 51.83, p <
.001; Figure 4). Importantly, attractiveness did not increase as faces were manipulated to appear
more trustworthy (B=−0.02, SE= 0.01, 95% CI [−0.03, −0.01], t=−2.85, p= .004). Rather, as
in Experiment 2, trustworthy-looking faces now appeared less attractive, although the effect on
attractiveness was much smaller than (a) the effect on trustworthiness judgments and, more import-
antly, (b) the effect on attractiveness judgments in Experiment 2.

When the faces were manipulated to appear more trustworthy by the orthogonal model, they were also
rated as more approachable (B=0.38, SE=0.01, 95% CI [0.37, 0.40], t=57.56, p< .001) and as expres-
sing happiness (as opposed to anger) (B=0.33, SE=0.01, 95% CI [0.32, 0.34], t=61.07, p< .001).

Congruent with the human judgments, estimates of the three facial happiness gestures were
higher in those faces made to appear “trustworthy” using the new, orthogonal model (AU6 estimate:
B= 0.02, SE < 0.01, 95% CI [0.01, 0.02], t= 11.33, p< .001; AU12 estimate: B= 0.04, SE < 0.01,
95% CI [0.03, 0.04], t= 16.62, p< .001, Happy-expression estimate: B= 0.002, SE < 0.01, 95% CI
[0.001, 0.002], t= 8.92, p < .001) (Figure 3 bottom).

These results show that the orthogonal model of trustworthiness judgments could make faces
appear trustworthy or untrustworthy without relying on attractiveness. Replicating Experiment 2,
these findings also suggest that the model made faces appear trustworthy or untrustworthy
through a route separate from the halo effect, namely, facial “cues” for approachability and happi-
ness, verified by human judgments and machine-extracted estimates.

General Discussion
Intuitive judgments of trustworthiness of others have serious consequences (Todorov et al., 2015).
To understand the processes underlying these judgments and their consequences, it is important to
identify the visual facial cues used in the judgments. A subset of these visual cues is related to
attractiveness (Dion et al., 1972; Eagly et al., 1991), as individuals with attractive faces are often
judged as more trustworthy (e.g., Langlois et al., 2000; Todorov, 2008; Todorov et al., 2013).
This leaves open the question of whether there are other equally or more important cues used in
judgments of trustworthiness. This is particularly important, given that “trustworthiness judgments”
are considered a good proxy for the valence evaluation of faces (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008;
Todorov, 2008). Valence consistently emerges as the core dimension of face evaluation across dif-
ferent data-summarizing techniques, samples of face images, and participants’ samples (Jones et al.,
2021; Lin et al., 2021; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2013; Todorov & Oh, 2021).
Valence evaluation is strongly intertwined with judgments of various traits, including approachabil-
ity, warmth, and trustworthiness (Jones & Kramer, 2021; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Sutherland
et al., 2013; Todorov & Oh, 2021). For example, in the original work positing valence as the
primary dimension of face evaluation (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008), trustworthiness judgments
were highly correlated (>.90) with valence, which was estimated as a linear combination of multiple
social judgments (see Figure S3 in Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008).

Thus, judgments of trustworthiness are a good starting point to study the cues driving general
valence evaluation of faces. At the same time, attractiveness is often thought to be the most import-
ant attribute of face evaluation, so it is theoretically important to ask to what extent overall valence
(not just trustworthiness judgments) from faces can be changed without relying on the halo effect of
attractiveness. Practically, being able to manipulate the perceived valence of faces while controlling
for the attractiveness halo would make it possible to draw clear causal inferences about the impact
of face valence on human decisions.
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To answer these questions, using data-driven face models of perceived trustworthiness (Todorov
& Oh, 2021), we removed the covarying attractiveness information from the variance in trust-
worthiness judgments. We accomplished this by building two different models: the first forcing
attractiveness and trustworthiness judgments to be negatively correlated by subtracting a model
of attractiveness from a model of perceived trustworthiness (Experiment 2) and the second
forcing the model of perceived trustworthiness to be orthogonal to the model of perceived attract-
iveness (Experiment 3). In both cases, faces manipulated to appear more trustworthy were indeed
perceived to be more trustworthy but less attractive. Notice that any effects of perceived trust-
worthiness (or general valence) on experimental outcomes using these stimuli cannot be attributed
to the attractiveness halo.

More importantly, we identified cues that systematically contribute to trustworthiness judgments
(and potentially general valence evaluation) and are independent of attractiveness cues: how
approachable and happy a face looks. Specifically, in the absence of the attractiveness halo, percep-
tions of approachability and happy expressions drove trustworthiness judgments. In other words,
we found that faces manipulated to appear more trustworthy were indeed perceived as more
approachable and happier. The latter finding was confirmed by both human judgments and ML esti-
mates of facial gestures, indicating happy expressions.

Todorov (2008) has argued that in the absence of clear emotional signals, trustworthiness judg-
ments are an attempt to infer whether to approach or avoid a person based on the similarity of the
person’s facial features to emotional expressions signaling approach or avoidance behaviors. The
current findings are consistent with this argument and add to prior research that highlights the
importance of smiling (implied via face structure, e.g., upturned lips) in valence evaluation as
well as in many specific valence-related impressions (Jaeger & Jones, 2021; Jones & Kramer,
2021; Lin et al., 2021; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Peterson et al., 2022; Sutherland et al.,
2013). Indeed, consistent with the notion that valence evaluation from a resting, “neutral” face is
ultimately an attempt to decide whether to approach or avoid an individual (Todorov, 2008), a
stable “trustworthy facial look” and an emotional expression engage the same perceptual mechan-
ism in humans (Engell et al., 2010; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2009; Said et al., 2009).

However, the current findings reveal that multiple facial cues are at the basis of trustworthiness
(or general valence) judgments. At a minimum, these include cues for attractiveness, emotions of
happiness, and approachability. Note that our computational approach can be used to further isolate
specific cues. Undoubtedly, as indicated by the findings (Figures 2–4), emotional cues and
approachability cues are redundant. However, it is straightforward to build models of perceived
approachability and positive emotions, control for the redundancy of cues, and test hypotheses
for even more specific sets of cues. For example, facial cues associated with femininity and mas-
culinity are likely associated with perceived approachability irrespective of emotional cues.

The current findings also highlight the intercorrelated nature of trait judgments. Judgments of
social traits (e.g., trustworthiness, competence) and other attributes (e.g., age, masculinity) from
faces are correlated with each other to various degrees (Berry & Zebrowitz-McArthur, 1986;
Johnson et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2021; Todorov & Oh, 2021), and the halo effect of facial attract-
iveness is just one—albeit prominent—example. The pattern of judgment associations stems from
concepts people have about the judged attributes (e.g., a belief about how an individual with a trait,
such as friendliness, also has another trait, such as adventurousness) (Stolier et al., 2018), and can
be acquired through learning (Oh et al., 2022; Stolier et al., 2020). However, despite the intercor-
related nature of social judgments from faces, the present approach shows that it is possible to sys-
tematically dissect the complex associative web of face judgments. Multiple visual facial “cues” are
at the basis of any single social judgment. But within a modeling framework (e.g., Blanz & Vetter,
1999; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008; Peterson et al., 2022; Walker & Vetter, 2009), one can isolate
and then quantitatively manipulate specific sets of facial cues associated with the judgment.
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As part of our studies, we generated three sets of new face images (525 images in total= 25 face
identities ∗ 7 manipulation levels ∗ 3 trustworthiness models). They are images of 25 identities
manipulated by (1) the “standard” trustworthiness model (in which faces varied both on perceived
trustworthiness and attractiveness in the same direction), (2) the “subtraction” model (in which
faces varied on perceived trustworthiness in the opposite direction to attractiveness), and (3) the
“orthogonal” model (in which faces varied on perceived trustworthiness judgments but varied
little on perceived attractiveness). We hope that these stimulus sets are useful for researchers inter-
ested in the effect of perceived trust on human behavior. The sets include a collection of faces that
vary in face-based judgments of trustworthiness but are free of (or negatively correlated with) the
attractiveness halo effect. These stimuli should make it possible to test for causal effects of super-
ficial trustworthiness judgments from human faces on social interactions and outcomes in the
absence of the halo effect.

One limitation of the current studies is that we used synthetic face images, whose processing in
the human mind may be different from the processing of real-life face images (Balas & Pacella,
2015, 2017). Due to ambiguity in gender, for example, the face images used here do not allow
to explore the role of facial gender differences, a key factor in social perception (Mileva et al.,
2019; Oh, Dotsch et al., 2020; Sutherland et al., 2015). Specifically, “face trustworthiness” and
attractiveness may have a nonlinear relationship for female faces (Sofer et al., 2015), and are
more strongly correlated with each other for male than for female faces (Mileva et al., 2019).
However, the computational approach described here is easily extendable to both hyper-realistic
synthetic and real-life facial images (Peterson et al., 2022), overcoming these shortcomings of
the present studies.

One may question the practical implications of the data reported here to the extent that it may be
impossible to change one’s face “trustworthiness” independently of attractiveness in real life.
However, we note two things. First, the primary objective of this work was to identify the specific
cues underlying judgments of trustworthiness (and possibly valence evaluation) while controlling
for the attractiveness halo. As we noted above, the findings have both theoretical and practical
implications (e.g., providing stimuli for experiments that can draw clear causal inferences about
the influence of specific judgments on behaviors). Second, the findings clearly show that emotional
expressive behavior is an important cue for perceived trustworthiness. This is consistent with work
suggesting that facial emotions can overwrite the influence of morphological features on impres-
sions (Gill et al., 2014).

In conclusion, the present study shows that it is possible to isolate visual cues associated
with attractiveness from visual cues associated with perceived trustworthiness (and potentially
general valence evaluation of faces). The latter cues are associated with emotional expressions
and perceived approachability. The approach outlined here can be used to further dissect these
cues. This work adds to the growing literature on the multifaceted basis of social facial
perception.
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